Exascale supercomputing will embody many revolutionary changes in the hardware and software of high-performance computing. For example, projected limitations in power and I/O-system performance will fundamentally change visualization and analysis workflows. A traditional post-processing workflow involves storing simulation results to disk and later retrieving them for visualization and data analysis; however, at Exascale, post-processing approaches will not be able to capture the volume or granularity of data necessary for analysis of these extreme-scale simulations. As an alternative, researchers are exploring ways to integrate analysis and simulation without using the storage system. In situ and in transit are two options, but there has not been an adequate evaluation of these approaches to identify strengths, weaknesses, and trade-offs at large scale. This paper provides a detailed performance and scaling analysis of a largescale shock physics code using traditional post-processsing, in situ, and in transit analysis to detect material fragments from a simulated explosion.
INTRODUCTION
High-performance computing (HPC) applications produce complex datasets that are increasingly difficult to explore and understand using traditional post-processing workflows. The primary reason is the increasing gap between computation and communication performance and the performance of parallel file systems. This gap has been a known problem for several decades [13, 15] and has motivated numerous innovations to improve parallelism [16, 31] , caching [32] , processing [33] , and scheduling [7] in I/O systems. Despite these innovations, the gap widens at an alarming rate. At Exascale, with a projected storage system rate of 60 TB/s [3] , I/O system throughput will be less than 1% of the generating capacity of an HPC simulation. These trends are driving an evolution away from application workflows consisting of sequences of independent simulation and analysis steps to integrated approaches that perform these steps concurrently.
This paper provides a comprehensive evaluation of three approaches (see Figure 1 ) to integrate visualization and data analysis (VDA) with scientific simulations on one of the Department of Energy's largest HPC platforms, the Cray XE6 (Cielo) system at Los Alamos National Laboratories. The three approaches studied are traditional post-processing analysis, in situ analysis, and in transit analysis.
Post-processing analysis performs analysis and simulation in two distinct steps. The simulation outputs important "raw" data to global file system, then a separate application reads the data and performs the analysis. This approach is the simplest to implement because it provides a clean separation between simulation and analysis steps. However, as the I/O gap continues to widen, the cost of writing the "raw" data to the file system could be prohibitive. In addition, management of intermediate data products and scheduling of analysis tasks can be cumbersome on the user.
In situ analysis embeds analysis into the simulation code, either through code-specific operations, or by incorporating a separate library. Analysis executes on the same compute resources as the simulation, making it easy to deploy. Depending on the complexity of the analysis, however, in situ approaches may have substantial memory, computation, and communication costs that create stability, scalability, and resilience issues for highly-tuned production codes.
In transit analysis offloads analysis to a separate partition of compute resources, using the high-speed network rather than the file system for communication. This approach requires a thin client library to aggregate and communicate important data structures to the VDA service, effectively creating a parallel pipeline that allows overlap of simulation and analysis. Although this approach is less intrusive than in situ approaches, it requires additional compute resources and is more complicated to coordinate the allocation and execution of an application and a service. This paper describes background and related work (Section 2); an application use case that detects material fragments from a simulated explosion (Section 3); our implementation of fragment detection using in situ, in transit, and post-processing workflows (Section 4); and finally results and conclusions (Sections 5 and 6).
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Although there is a recent upsurge of interest in running data analysis in tandem with the simulation, it has been studied for many years. The basic concept of in situ visualization is described in the 1987 National Science Foundation Visualization in Scientific Computing workshop report [20] , which is often credited with launching the field of scientific visualization. Several solutions for library-level (i.e., in situ) coupling of visualization and data analysis with simulation have been implemented. Most of these are small, specialized codes written for and part of a particular simulation. Some general purpose libraries that are still active include SciRUN [30] , pV3 [14] , and RVSLIB [9] . There also exist libraries built on top of existing scientific visualization applications to provide the dual benefit of in situ processing and offline postprocessing. The Catalyst library built on top of ParaView [11] and the Libsim library built on top of VisIt are popular libraries for this purpose.
In transit approaches have also been around for some time. One of the first demonstrations of the benefits of pipelining simulation and analysis in an HPC code came from a seismic imaging code that used a separate partition of nodes to perform data transformations [29] . More recent work has looked at general-purpose frameworks for developing "data services". Nessie [19, 28] , DataStager [1] , GLEAN [36] , and I/O delegation [24] are examples of these frameworks. Although the initial motivation for these frameworks was to "stage" data to avoid bursty I/O patterns [26] , it has also shown value as a tool for offloading analysis from a running simulation. Such capabilities exist for fusion modeling [37] , Magneto Hydro Dynamics [37] , combustion modeling [6] , and shock physics [23] .
Although a number of publications discuss the merits of in situ and in transit analysis, this paper provides details on how to apply these techniques on a real scientific problem at large scale, and represents the most comprehensive performance-based evaluation of the two approaches to date. Our results are the culmination of several years of development of the in situ and in transit analysis codes, 6 months of performance evaluations, and over ten million processorhours of machine time on one of the Department of Energy's (DOE) premier capability-class systems. Our experiments evaluate a number of different algorithms, and include detailed analysis of runtime, resource usage, and variance. Such a complete evaluation contributes real data to the previously conjectured merits of the two approaches.
APPLICATION DRIVER
For this work, we explore the problem of characterizing fragments in an explosion simulation. Simulation is a vital part in understanding shock physics. Although experimentation will always be a necessary tool for scientific inquiry and corroboration, the amount of data we can retrieve with experimentation is limited. Experiments in shock physics usually involve high energy, high velocities, and high variability, all of which hinder detailed, accurate, and repeatable observations. When measurements cannot be taken during the experiment, they must be taken after the experiment by observing the remaining material. Much can be learned in this manner, but the transient states during the experiment are lost.
Another limiting factor of experimentation is its high cost and slow turnaround. To create shock physics experiments, physical devices must be fabricated. These devices are then usually destroyed during the experiment. Safety and political issues also often plague shock physics experiments. In some cases, experimentation is simply not feasible. Thus, simulation plays a major role in shock physics analysis.
In our experiments, we use an example simulation of an exploding pipe shown in Figure 2 . This example provides an accurate representation of the types of problems studied at SNL and also provides results at many different levels of refinement, allowing us to scale the problem from hundreds to tens-of-thousands of cores. In addition, this problem has features like discrete compute, communication, and I/O phases common in a large number of HPC codes, not just shock physics, making this a great example to study the general applicability of analysis techniques.
One of the most important features in shock-physics analysis is material fragments. The physical properties of the fragments, including mass, volume, and shape, as well as their trajectories, can all be important. In particular, shape can be an important characteristic. Consider the example fragments given in Figure 3 . The top fragment is long and sharp, making it more likely to penetrate objects. In comparison, the bottom left fragment is rounded and could have less damage potential. However, the U-shaped fragment in the bottom right may be harmful depending on the scenario, but could be difficult to distinguish from the round fragment in many shape metrics.
We used the CTH [17] simulation code for our experiments. CTH is an Eulerian shock physics code that uses an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) data model. These adaptive finite volumes can take up different amounts of space depending on where they are in the model and how closely the simulation is refining the space.
In order to correctly find fragments, we must first determine what is and is not a fragment. The simulation operates on a finite volume and comprises a set of simulated materials, which each take up a certain fraction of finite cells within that volume. We treat any connected region of cells with material volume fraction above a given threshold as a fragment of that material. Generally speaking, when a simulation begins, each material comprises usually one connected region, which we refer to as the main mass. As the simulation progresses, this region breaks apart and gaps occur between pieces of material, filled either by another material or by the surrounding air. Once there is a gap as wide as at least one cell, we determine that a fragment as formed. The challenge when finding these fragments on a large scale parallel system is that regions that make up the fragments straddle process boundaries, requiring communication between the processes to determine the full shape of a fragment.
Because the number of fragments a shock physics simulation can generate are so numerous, it is seldom realistic for a person to examine every one. It is therefore more beneficial to first perform computational analytics that provide useful summary statistics and identify particularly interesting fragments. This analysis has the added benefit of reducing the amount of memory required to represent it. Therefore, fragment analysis is a good candidate for in situ processing.
Here we characterize an algorithm for determining just the shape of the fragment, or fragment boundary. This in itself is a non-trivial problem that is a useful starting point for performance characterization-the purpose of this paper.
Determining shape is done in the following steps: 1. Find block neighbors. This includes determining block neighbors located on different process. 2. Build a conforming mesh over the AMR boundaries.
AMR has inconsistent interpolation at interfaces between blocks of different refinements. The conforming mesh resolves the interpolation. 3. Identify the boundaries of fragments. We estimate the boundary as the contour at a threshold between high and low volume fraction. The creation of fragment boundaries is nontrivial because the surface needs to be "watertight" in that the representative mesh surface is conforming and closed. Making a surface from an AMR mesh watertight is challenging because the AMR mesh is nonconforming at boundaries between adjacent regions at different levels of refinement.
To generate this watertight fragment surface, we first build a dual mesh of the original AMR mesh. The dual mesh contains a vertex at the center of each cell in the original mesh and allows us to run a standard contouring algorithm (i.e., Marching Cubes) over the cell-centereed vertices in the dual. If the original mesh were a regular grid, it would be straightforward to build a conforming mesh as the contour edges would always align correctly at the original cell faces.
Instead, we have different levels of refinement at AMR boundaries, as shown in Figure 4 . We then merge the disconnected contour edges by creating degenerate shapes at the boundary between two AMR neighborhoods, otherwise T-joint gaps form in the fragment. In a distributed parallel job, neighborhood information must be shared between regions that might be located on different processes. Resolving this neighborhood information requires a significant amount of communication, limiting the scalability of the algorithm.
Efficient communication of boundary elements first requires that each process knows the location of the neighbors for each region it holds. If data is loaded with no knowledge of its decomposition, which is typical in the postprocessing of data, then this neighborhood information can be retrieved only through global communication. Our initial baseline algorithm starts with this global communication, which severely limits the scalability of the algorithm.
When running the surface creation algorithm as an embedded in situ component of CTH, this global communica-tion of finding neighbors is wasteful because CTH already has this information. To take advantage of this neighborhood information, we make a small change to CTH to pass this data decomposition information through its I/O layer to Catalyst. With this data, our refined algorithm skips the global communication leaving only the more scalable boundary-data passing. Our analysis shows that the refined algorithm is much more scalable than the baseline algorithm [10] . Unfortunately, we cannot apply the refined algorithm in the in transit workflow because this workflow redistributes the data and invalidates this neighborhood information from CTH.
IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
To implement the various workflows, we developed components to support in situ and in transit fragment-detection using the Catalyst in situ library and Nessie framework for data services. In this section, we provide descriptions of each of these software components, along with modifications made to support the fragment-detection use case.
Catalyst
The Catalyst library and the algorithms we use within CTH are an accumulation of several years work, starting with the development of fragment analysis algorithms with our post-processing tools [22] , described in more detail in Section 3. Subsequent work lead to the development of Catalyst [11] and the scaling of algorithms used in conjunction with CTH [10] .
Catalyst is a general purpose, full-featured library that leverages existing implementations of analysis and visualization capabilities. The intent in doing this is threefold. First, by leveraging existing visualization and data analysis libraries we can benefit from the accumulation of over two decades of visualization research and development. Second, by making the library general purpose we can quickly apply our in situ visualization and data analysis capabilities to many simulations as opposed to a single simulation. Third, by using our existing code we can integrate the in situ tools with our traditional post-processing tools, providing familiar capabilities that are seamlessly integrated across the entire analysis tool chain.
Catalyst is a C++ library with an API available in C, FORTRAN, and Python. It is built atop the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [35] and ParaView [4] . This means that Catalyst takes advantage of a large number of algorithms including writers for I/O, rendering algorithms, and processing algorithms such as isosurface extraction, slicing, and flow particle tracking. Catalyst uses ParaView to implement and manage the visualization and data analysis, which is defined using a visualization pipeline [21] . Although it is possible to construct pipelines entirely in C++, a more flexible approach is defining pipelines with Python scripts. We used Python scripts for the experiments presented in this paper.
We do not expect most scientific codes to use the Catalyst API directly. Instead, we rely on adapters -which are small pieces of code written for each new linked simulation -to translate data structures between the simulation's code (for our use case the CTH shock physics code) and Catalyst's VTK-based architecture, as shown in Figure 5a . The adapter provides a mechanism that allows the simulation to define a visualization pipeline and periodically invoke the data analysis while running the simulation. In our case, the CTH input deck identifies the frequency and type of analysis performed throughout the simulation.
To conserve memory, our adapter directly interfaces the visualization and data analysis code to the data structures defined by CTH. This interface is challenging because although the blocks of data are represented sequentially in both CTH and VTK, the multidimensional order is different. To address this, our adapter contains an interface wrapper above the standard VTK array. The wrapper re-implements the array's accessor functions to handle the order difference between the two systems. Although there is a minor overhead in additional pointer arithmetic and virtual method calls, it saves us from a deep-memory copy.
Nessie
The NEtwork Scalable Service Interface, or Nessie, is a framework for developing parallel client-server data services for large-scale HPC systems [28] . Nessie includes a number of features that address scalability, efficient data movement, and support for heterogeneous architectures. Features of particular note include 1) asynchronous methods for most of the interface to prevent client blocking while the service processes a request; 2) server-directed bulk-data transport to efficiently manage network bandwidth between the client and servers; 3) separate channels for control and data traffic; and 4) XDR encoding for the control messages (i.e., requests and results) to support heterogeneous systems of compute and service nodes.
A Nessie service consists of one or more processes that execute as a serial or parallel job on the compute nodes or service nodes of an HPC system. The client and service communicate through a remote procedure call (RPC) interface layered on top of the Nessie Network Transport Interface (NNTI) [27] , an RDMA abstraction layer that provides near hardware rates for supported HPC interconnects. NNTI currently has support for most major HPC vendor interconnects, including Cray XT (Seastar), Cray XE (Gemini), InfiniBand, and the IBM BlueGene/P (DCMF).
For the in transit coupling of CTH and Catalyst, illustrated in Figure 5b , we developed a client-side Nessie adapter that is a drop in replacement for the in situ Catalyst adapter.
For efficiency reasons, our implementation of the in transit adapter does not simply forward all the functions to the service. In many cases, we aggregate metadata to reduce the number of small messages sent to the service. For example, the adapter API includes "setup" functions to initialize data structures, assign cell and material field names, and set cell and material fields pointers. Most of these operations do not require immediate interaction with the data service. Instead, we synchronize metadata and the data between client and the server at the beginning of the pvspy viz operation that initiates ParaView coProcessing on the remote service.
The in situ implementation for the Catalyst adapter has the notion of a "CTH source" that allows Catalyst to work directly on the memory of the CTH application without making copies. Since the in transit service does not have access to the physical memory of the CTH application, we created a virtual CTH source on the service that emulates the data structures on the CTH application. That allows our service to use the same library the client uses for in situ analysis.
With the exception of the operations to transfer metadata and data to the analysis service, all remote operations are asynchronous, allowing the data analysis on the service to execute in parallel with computation on the CTH application. If one remote visualization operation is not complete by the time CTH is ready to do another visualization operation, CTH has to wait.
RESULTS
This section documents the results of experiments designed to characterize the performance of our data-analysis workflows. In particular, we are interested in determining the additional overhead our data analysis places on the simulation and the efficiency with which it can be done. These data summarize evaluations run over the course of 10.58 million processor-hours of execution. The results come from measurements taken from instrumented code as well as the HPCToolkit profiling tool [2] .
Experimental Setup
We performed all experiments on the Cielo [8] supercomputer housed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Cielo is an 8,944-node Cray XE6 resource for the Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) program and is jointly managed by Sandia National Laboratories and Los Alamos National Laboratory under the New Mexico Alliance for Computing at Extreme Scale (ACES) project. Each node contains two AMD Opteron 6136 (Magny-Cours) 8-way processor chips for a total of 16 cores per node. Each core has a peak computational speed of 2.4 GHz, leading to a total theoretical peak of 1.37 Petaflops for the machine. The compute nodes each have 32 GB of memory. The interconnect consists of a proprietary Cray Gemini Network with a 3D Torus topology and has a peak throughput rate of 6 GB/s/link.
We investigate the following application workflows: In situ baseline: Analysis on the compute nodes where the simulation treats the analysis library as a "black box". The analysis code performs a communicationintensive step to find AMR block neighbors for each visualization operation. In situ refined: Analysis on the compute nodes using an approach where CTH shares block-neighbor information with the analysis code, resulting in a more efficient analysis algorithm.
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Vis (b) In transit internal. Figure 6 : We used two allocation schemes for the in transit experiments: one that allocates extra nodes for the service, and one that "carves" out a set of nodes for the service. In transit extra: Analysis on service nodes using an extra allocation of nodes for the service (Figure 6a ). This represents the case where there might be "special" nodes available for staging and analysis, such as the proposed "burst-buffer" architecture for Exascale systems [18] . In transit internal: Analysis on service nodes that are subtracted from the nodes normally allocated to the CTH job ( Figure 6b ). In this workflow, the total number of resources used is identical to an in situ workflow. Post-processing: A CTH job that writes files instead of doing data analysis. Later a data analysis job, the same size as the in transit extra service, is run on the saved data to detect fragments. Note that all the in transit workflows use the baseline algorithm for analysis on the service. In the post-processing workflow, there is no neighbor information to transfer from the CTH code because CTH is no longer executing. For the in-transit workflows, relaying neighbor information to the services is complicated, but possible. We did not have time to implement such improvements for this paper, but are planning this for future work.
All applications complete 500 cycles (i.e., timestep calculations) of the CTH code, performing exactly 51 analysis (or I/O) operations, approximately once every 10 cycles. For the post-processing workflow, we summed the time to run the simulation, read and write files, and perform the post-processing analysis to get a run time comparable to the in situ and in transit workflows.
For each application, we ran strong scaling experiments for three different datasets. Each data set comes from the same initial conditions but with a different maximum level of refinement. Thus, measurements of different job sizes with different data set sizes provides a weak scaling overview. Table 1 shows the range of core sizes used for the various experiments. For every application we used the maximum 16 cores-per-node for the CTH client, since CTH is primarily bound by computation and scales very well. The second number in the CTH cores column shows the reduced number of cores used for CTH in the in transit internal workflow due to the node allocation scheme we used for that case. The number of service nodes used for the experiments was purely based on the memory requirements of the various experiments. Based on preliminary trials, we found that a server could manage around 16k blocks of CTH data without running out of memory. We designed our experiments to fit within that constraint. A second issue for the servers is computational requirements. Ideally, the server would have just enough compute capability to complete one analysis step before CTH requests another. A perfect balance of simulation and analysis would identify the optimal number of required service node resources given a particular size problem and algorithm for analysis. In our experiments, we did not attempt to use an "optimal" number of resources. Instead, we focused on memory constraints first, then experimented with different numbers of server cores to find an appropriate balance. Based on preliminary results that showed an 8-core/node allocation to be preferable, we chose to use 8 cores for each service node. We discuss this decision in more detail in Section 5.4.
Total Execution Time
In the interest of saving space, we focus most of our discussion on the large-scale results for the 1.5m block dataset. Although the smaller sets are interesting, results from the large data set clearly show where the two approaches differ. In addition, the large-scale results are more interesting from a supercomputing perspective because they demonstrate capability not possible on smaller clusters. For a complete look at all the results, see our ASC milestone final report [34] . Figure 7 shows the total runtime of each workflow for the large data set. The points represent the mean over at least five independent runs on different node allocations, with error bars indicating the standard deviation from the mean. The results clearly show a "sweet spot" at 8K cores where the in transit approach, even though it is using a less scalable algorithm, performs the same as the the refined version of in situ. At 16K and 32K, none of the codes show significant improvement, the baseline in situ and the in transit approaches actually take longer. We believe the biggest reason is that there is not enough work for the compute nodes. At 32K cores, each core processes around 46 blocks/node. The same size problem using 4K nodes process 366 blocks/node. The key to making the in transit approach successful is being able to overlap computation and data analysis. If the data analysis portion does not scale particularly well, the compute nodes need sufficient work to hide the analysis cost.
To better understand exactly where the time is being spent, we collected detailed timings of each application using a combination of instrumented timers and profiling tools (HPCToolkit). Figure 8 shows the total runtime performance of the five workflows as stacked bar plots illustrating the portion of runtime associated with select functions. For the in situ workflows, we measure the initialization and computational time of CTH and the analysis/visualization. For in transit workflows, we measure the initialization cost of CTH, the cost of transferring data to the service, and the time the client waits for analysis of the previous set of data to complete. Since remote analysis is an asynchronous operation, CTH computation and Catalyst analysis execute concurrently. Wait time should be non-zero only if the time to perform analysis is larger than the CTH computation time.
Results from Figure 8a show that there is a clear scaling problem with the data analysis portion (labeled "Viz") of the baseline in situ workflow. It almost appears as if the execution time is more dependent on the problem size than the number of cores performing the data analysis. The refined version dramatically improves the performance. This corroborates our previous work [10] .
Another important issue these timings reveal is the initialization cost of the visualization and data analysis. Although the CTH initialization cost appears to decrease as the core count increases, the initialization cost for data analysis, "Viz Init," increases, accounting for more than 1/3 of the total time for a 500-cycle run. For long runs, the initialization cost will get amortized, but is still large enough to warrant further study.
The in transit results in Figure 8c show that in transit extra successfully hides most of the cost of data-analysis at 4K and 8K nodes, but the wait time at larger core counts eliminates any benefit of using in transit analysis at these scales. Observe that the total time for the 16K and 32K runs of in transit extra are roughly the same as the sum of the Viz and Viz Init costs of the in situ baseline experiments in Figure 8a . We expect that if the in transit service were using the refined algorithm for analysis, the cost of analysis would be the sum of the initialization and analysis costs shown in Figure 8b , small enough that the client would not have to wait even for the large-scale runs. This experiment is left for future work.
The in transit workflow, shown in Figure 8d , which carves out a subset of 100 nodes for data analysis, has interesting results as well. Observe that the number of cores used for CTH is much smaller, leading to an increase in the time spent doing CTH computation. Even with this increase in computational cost, there is still benefit. At 4K and 8K, all of the data analysis cost is hidden. At 8K, the total runtime is slightly less than the refined version of in situ, even though both experiments use the exact same number of resouces and the in transit workflow uses a much less scalable algorithm for analysis. Although CTH takes longer for the in transit approach because it has fewer compute nodes, the analysis portion is completely hidden, compensating for the difference in CTH time. This particular configuration represents a near perfect balance of the resources required for computation and analysis.
One particularly surprising result is the performance of the post-processing workflow. For the data sets we studied, this application performed quite well, showing that the Lustre file system on Cielo is quite strong. The plots include the time spent writing the spyplot files during the experiment and the measured time to perform the data analysis as a post-processing step. One anomaly we notice in Figure 8e is that for the largest data set the I/O time jumps from around 2 minutes with 8192 cores to 10 minutes on 16,384 cores. Looking closer at our log files, we see that we have two experiments contributing to this value. One experiment required about 4.5 minutes to write whereas the other required about 15.5 minutes. We speculate that this second measurement comes from an anomalous condition on Cielo, but we do not have enough data to diagnose further. 
Time-Series Analysis
A time-series analysis of the in situ baseline and in transit internal workflows at the "sweet spot" (illustrated in Figure 9) shows that time spent for computation and analysis is roughly equal for the baseline algorithm. Notice in the in transit workflow that as the CTH compute time gradually rises, the wait time goes to zero, illustrating to point where the application transitions from analysis bound to compute bound. This demonstrates a near perfect balance in the ratio of compute to service nodes for this particular data point. The goal of future research is to achieve this balance for arbitrary problems.
Server Scaling
For a scaling analysis of in transit, we evaluate performance of the in transit workflows when using different numbers of cores/node. Figure 10 decide on the core count for our complete set of experiments.
The traces show a 10-cycle window of execution for a 128-core job using 1 server node. For this small experiment, we used a dataset of only 5k blocks.
The tracing results show a dramatic difference in network performance and wait time between all three of the experiments. We believe the relatively poor network performance in the 2-core experiment is caused by contention. Because only 2 cores can process the bulk-data requests at a time, the clients are either waiting for network transfers to complete, or they are waiting for the server to finish copying the data to a server buffer, causing the request to sit in the server's pending queue. The larger wait time on the 2-core experiment tells us that for this size problem, there is a computational benefit to increasing the number of cores performing the data analysis.
At larger scales, however, these results change. The plots in Figure 11 show differences in the total times for the 2, 4, and 8 cores/node runs of the in transit (extra) application for the three different data sets. While the smaller datasets show clear benefit of using more cores/node for analysis, the inverse seems to be true for the large datasets. Perhaps for the large runs, we have reached a scaling limit where increasing the number of cores no longer results in a performance improvement for the analysis code. Unfortunately, these conclusions are just speculation. We did not run enough experiments of this type to make definitive claims.
Variance
Page limitations prevent a full coverage of the variance studies, but we highlight two interesting results from our experiments in Figure 12 . In Figure 12a , we overlay timings of six different runs of the 8K-core, 1.5M block dataset. The plots show two interesting anomalies that only occur in one run. This variance could come from any number of sources, perhaps the most likely cause is OS noise [12] or network congestion caused by a sudden burst in activity.
The plot in Figure 12b shows significant variance in network transfers for in transit workflows. The transfer of data from simulation to visualization is bandwidth constrained, and this bandwidth can vary considerably across different nodes in the network topology. The high variance we observe indicates the job scheduler might be doing a bad job optimizing the connection between the simulation and visualization [25] . 
Memory Overheads
A preliminary memory analysis of the two approaches showed that the in situ experiments required 30% to 50% more memory than CTH. The in transit workflows needed 10% to 50% more memory than CTH. At large scales, memory overhead of the in transit workflows was less than half the overhead of in situ, but the amount of memory added for in transit seems to be nearly constant, independent of the number of cores on a particular node. Since in transit only allocates transfer buffers and metadata structures, further evaluation is needed to find the source of this overhead.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This document summarizes the results of a significant scaling study to evaluate performance of visualization and data analysis for a shock-physics application. Most of these workflows benefit from running in tandem with the simulation to analyze its transient data before it is written to storage. Based on this analysis, we make the following conclusions.
In situ is great for lightweight analysis. For analysis codes that do not severely hinder the scalability of the simulation, an in situ approach is extremely effective, and will likely be the simplest and best choice because the cost of analysis would be less than the cost of allocating extra nodes and transferring the data.
In transit is ideal for complex analysis. Offloading complex analysis algorithms to a separate set of nodes with perhaps large quantities of addressable memory is a practical way to integrate complex analysis and simulation with little impact on the scalability of the simulation code.
In transit analysis requires balance. Effective use of in transit analysis requires a good balance between the time spent in simulation and analysis. Such a balance requires a detailed understanding of the overheads imposed by both simulation and the analysis code.
Initialization time matters. Most efforts focus on scalability of algorithms invoked during the run of a simulation, but disregard the initialization cost. Based on our results, the cost of initialization can become quite significant at high process counts and should be evaluated and tuned with the same level of rigor as the rest of the code.
Disk-based I/O is not dead. . . yet. Our post-processing workflow shows that although I/O incurs a large cost, it is still a practical approach for this particular example. Thus, we expect the vast majority of users to continue to use the offline post-processing visualization and data analysis approach in the near term.
Current job scheduling support is inadequate. One of the existing technical challenges in transit workflows is scheduling the simulation and analysis to execute in tandem. Capabilities of HPC schedulers are inadequate for our needs. We cannot start, stop, or connect independent jobs dynamically. These issues will also need to be addressed in order to take advantage of burst buffers in future architectures. This particular issue helped drive a new effort, sponsored by the DOE/ASCR program, to explore operating system and runtime support for composition of application workflows [5] .
We need all three types of analysis. This study was not meant to choose a "winner". Instead, it demonstrates that in situ, in transit, and even post-processing analysis approaches are required. As we evolve toward a more integrated model for analysis, we expect complex integrated workflows to leverage both in situ and in transit approaches. For example, future work will explore in situ for identification of fragments and in transit for analysis of fragments, with the expectation that the fragment analysis presents memory and scaling requirements that hinder the scalability of the simulation. Finally, in situ and in transit analysis does not displace the need for post-processing visualization, they provide complimentary tools that accelerate the rate at which a scientist can gain insight from simulated results.
